The paper studies the admissibility of some cancellation rules in normal modal systems with the Brouwerian axiom. For example, KDB and KTB are proved to admit the following rule: if`:( ^ ) and`3 3 then`:( _ ). Two notions of the preservation of validity by a rule on a frame are de ned; on both, the preservation of validity by the preceding rule is shown not to be a rst{order condition. A speculative connection is suggested with logics of vagueness.
Introduction
This paper investigates the admissibility, in normal modal systems L with the`Brouwerian' axiom (B) p 23p, of the following rules of proof:
(CANCEL) If`L 2 2 then`L (DCANCEL) If`L 2 2 and`L 3 3 then`L Here and may be any w s. Various restrictions on them will also be considered, for CANCEL and DCANCEL provoke modal collapse (the theorem 2p p) or near-collapse in many Brouwerian systems (Section 3) . Some restricted versions of CANCEL and DCANCEL are established for the systems KDB and KTB (Section 4). In some cases the restrictions are on the complexity of and . KDB and KTB are also shown to admit the following rule, which is equivalent for normal systems to a restriction of DCANCEL:
If`L :( ^ ) and`L 3 3 then`L :( _ ) Brouwerian systems also provide insight into more general questions about the admissibility of rules in modal logic (Section 5). Senses are distinguished in which a rule may preserve the validity of formulas on a frame either framewise or modelwise. DCANCEL and EXC are shown to preserve validity framewise but not modelwise on some frames for Brouwerian systems (5.10) . These examples are also of interest for the correspondence theory of admissible rules, for validity preservation in either sense by DCANCEL or EXC is not a rst-order condition on a frame (5.7 -5.9).
The methods used below to establish the admissibility of rules are semantic, in the tradition of Lemmon and Scott 4] . The admissibility of rules like those above can and 3 (read in Section 1 as unfalsi ability), and the 2-place operators (material conditional), (material biconditional),^(conjunction) and _ (disjunction). For most purposes, only ?, and 2 need be taken as primitive, with the usual de nitions of the other operators; it will occasionally be convenient to take the primitives as 2, 3, :,^and _. The metalinguistic variables ; ; ; ::: range over all w s; the metalinguistic variable p i ranges over all propositional variables. 2 0 = ; 2 n+1 = 2 n 2 .
A normal system is a set of w s L containing all theorems of PC (classical propositional calculus) and the w 2(p q) (2p 2q) and closed under uniform substitution, modus ponens and necessitation. We write`L for 2 L. When 3 is taken as primitive, a normal system is also required to contain the w 3p :2:p. KD, KT, KTB, KT4, KTB4 and KT! are the systems often known as D, T, B, S4, S5 and Triv respectively. A system is trivial i it contains Triv. The citation of a system in justifying a line of a proof means that the transition being justi ed can be made in all normal extensions of that system.
A model is a triple hW; R; V i, where W is a non-empty set (of`points'), R is a binary relation on W (`accessibility'), and V is a binary function from w s and points to f0,1g such that: V (: ; w) = 1 ? V ( ; w); V ( ^ ; w) = V ( ; w) V ( ; w); V (2 ; w) = 1 just in case V ( ; x) = 1 for all x 2 W such that wRx. Informally, if V ( ; w) = 1 (0) then is true (false) at w. A frame is a pair hW; Ri where W and R are as above. hW; Ri is cohesive i the smallest equivalence relation containing R is W W. For u; v 2 W, uR 0 v i u = v; uR n+1 v i for some w 2 W, uR n w and wRv. is valid in a model hW; R; V i i V ( ; w) = 1 for all w 2 W. is valid on a frame hW; Ri i is valid in every model hW; R; V i. hW; R; V i is a model of a system L i is valid in hW; R; V i for all 2 L. hW; Ri is a frame for L i every model hW; R; V i is a model of L.
The modal depth # of is de ned as usual: #p i = 0; #? = 0; #( ) = maxf# ; # g; #2 = 1 + # .
3 Some inadmissible rules in some extensions of KB
We begin with some results to the e ect that only very strong extensions of KB admit CANCEL and DCANCEL. In particular, CANCEL produces modal near-collapse in normal extensions of KB; on the interpretation sketched in Section 1, assertibility conditions do not determine truth conditions in these systems. By contrast, weak 286 Some Admissible Rules in Modal Systems with the Brouwerian Axiom non-Brouwerian systems such as K and KD do admit CANCEL (see 4] and 11] for more results on CANCEL). These results leave us with two lines of inquiry. We can seek restrictions of the rules that are admissible in the weaker extensions of KB of most interest, such as KDB and KTB. Alternatively, we can seek stronger systems in which DCANCEL is admissible. Section 4 does the rst; with rather less success, Section 5 does the second. The systems KB, KDB and KTB also fail to admit the rule DCANCEL; on the interpretation sketched in Section 1, assertibility conditions and deniability conditions do not jointly determine truth conditions in these systems. Indeed, they are not closed under the restriction of DCANCEL to the special case in which is a theorem. By contrast, the non-Brouwerian systems K, KD and KT do admit DCANCEL ( 7] If a normal system admits DCANCEL, then it admits EXC.
Proof. Let L be a normal system that admits DCANCEL. Then if (1) and (2) Such a proof uses contraposition; it takes a point v in a model of the system in question at which is false, adds a point u that has R to v but to no other point, and notes that 2 2 is false at u ( 4] ). For this method to work, the enlarged model must still be a model of the system. K meets the assumption because it requires nothing of R, and KD because it requires only that R be serial, i.e. that no point be a dead end, a requirement automatically met at u, the only new point. On the interpretation sketched in Section 1, 4.2 will show that assertibility conditions determine truth conditions in KDB for w s in which a certain kind of embedding is forbidden. Similarly, 4.3 will show that assertibility conditions and deniability conditions jointly determine truth conditions in KTB for those w s.
It is convenient to begin by considering restrictions of a simpler rule: ( 7] ). By a modi cation of the semantic proof in 7] like that used for 4.1 and 4.2, we can establish the admissibility in KTB of a restriction of DCANCEL to a limited class of w s.
Recall that for 4.3 the primitive operators are assumed to be :;^; _; 2 and 3. 3 , so V 0 (3 3 ; t i+1 ) = 1. Since t i+1 R 0 u i , V 0 (3 ; t i+1 ) = 1. Hence V 0 (3 ; t i+1 ) = 1. Thus V 0 ( ; w) = 1 for some w 2 fu i ; t i+1 g. Since V 0 ( ; u i ) = 0, V 0 ( ; t i+1 ) = 1. By claim III, V 0 ( ; u i+1 ) = V 0 ( ; t i+1 ) = 1. Again,`K TB 2 2 holds, so V 0 (2 2 ; t i+1 ); since V 0 ( ; u i ) = 0, V 0 (2 ; t i+1 ) = 0, so V 0 (2 ; t i+1 ) = 0; since V 0 ( ; u i ) = 1, V 0 ( ; t i+1 ) = V 0 ( ; u i+1 ) = 0. By a parallel argument, if V 0 ( ; u i ) = 0 and V 0 ( ; u i ) = 1 then V 0 ( ; u i+1 ) = 1 and V 0 ( ; u i+1 ) = 0.
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The proof can now be completed. Since k = maxf# ; # g, V 0 ( ; u k ) = V 0 ( ; u k+1 ) by claim III. But V 0 ( ; u k ) 6 = V 0 ( ; u k+1 ) by claim IV. This refutes the assumption that not`K TB . One might be tempted to interpret 4.2 and 4.3 by supposing that the distinctive consequences of the B axiom show up in KDB and KTB only when 3 occurs in the scope of 2 (as in the B axiom itself) or vice versa. However, this supposition is false. The w :p _ 2:q _ 3(q^3p) meets the conditions of 4.2 and 4.3; it is a theorem of KB, KDB and KTB, but not of KD or KT. Indeed, it is a theorem of a normal system L if and only if L extends KB, for it has the substitution instance :p_ 2::3p_3(:3p^3p). Thus KDB and KTB can be recovered as the smallest normal systems containing the fragments of them to which 4.2 and 4.3 apply; nevertheless, the fragments admit more rules than the systems do themselves.
KDB and KTB also admit EXC, which restricts CANCEL and DCANCEL by constraining the logical relation between and , rather than and individually.
Henceforth, it may be assumed that the primitive operators are ?, and 2. The proof can now be completed. Take u as in claim IV. Suppose without loss of generality that V 0 ( ; u) = 1. Since u0Ru, V 0 (3 ; u0) = 1. Since`K DB 3 3 , V 0 (3 ; u0) = 1. Thus V 0 ( ; v) = 1 for some v such that u0Rv. Hence and, for w; x 2 W, wRx i w and x di er on exactly one coordinate. hW; Ri does not meet~. Nevertheless, { is valid on hW; Ri. For suppose that V ({; w) = 0 for some V and w 2 W. Assume without loss of generality that w = h0; 0; 0i. Thus V (p; h0; 0; 0i) = 0 and V (2 3(p^q)^3(p^:q)]; h0; 0; 0i) = 1. Hence V (3(p^q); h0; 0; 1i) = 1, so either V (p^q; h1; 0; 1i) = 1 or V (p^q; h0; 1; 1i) = 1. Assume without loss of generality that V (p^q; h1; 0; 1i) = 1. Since V (3(p: q); h0; 0; 1i) = 1, V (p^:q; h0; 1; 1i) = 1. Since V (3(p^q); h0; 1; 0i) = 1, V (pq ; h1; 1; 0i) = 1. Thus V (p^:q; h0; 0; 0i) = V (p^:q; h1; 1; 0i) = V (p^:q; h1; 0; 1i) = 0, so V (3(p^:q); h1; 0; 0i) = 0, which is impossible. Thus { is valid on hW; Ri. Proposition 5.3 KB{ is not complete with respect to any class of frames all of which meet~.
Proof. Let { 0 = 2 f3(p^q)^3(p^:q)g _ f3(p^r)^3(p^:r)g] p.
It is routine to check that { 0 is valid on any frame meeting~. Thus if KB{ is complete with respect to a class of such frames,`K B{ { 0 . Then { 0 is valid on the frame hW; Ri cited in the proof of 5.2. But for w 2 W we can set V (p; w) = 1 i w 6 = h0; 0; 0i; V (q; w) = 1 i w = h0; 1; 1i; V (r; w) = 1 i w = h1; 0; 1i. Then V ({ 0 ; h0; 0; 0i) = 0, so { 0 is not valid on hW; Ri.
In order to go further, we need some terminology to discuss the relation between rules and frames. First, we express a rule as a sequent ?
, where ? and are sets of w s. In all cases of present interest, is a singleton set. A logic L admits the rule ?
just in case for every substitution , if`L for all 2 ? then`L for some 2 . Thus the rule CANCEL is the sequent 2p 2q p q; DCANCEL is 2p 2q, 3p 3q p q; DEPOS is 3p p; INC is p q; 2q 2p; 3q 3p q p.
We say that a rule ? preserves validity modelwise on a frame hW; Ri just in case for all models hW; R; V i, if is valid in hW; R; V i for all 2 ? then is valid in hW; R; V i for some 2 . Note that it would make no di erence to require that for all substitutions , if is valid in hW; R; V i for all 2 ? then is valid in hW; R; V i for some 2 ; this is because, for every model hW; R; V i and substitution , there is a model hW; R; V i such that for every w , is valid in hW; R; V i i is valid in hW; R; V i. In contrast, a rule ?
preserves validity framewise on a Evidently, if a rule preserves validity modelwise on a frame, then it preserves validity framewise on that frame. The converse, however, is false. Consider, for example, Porte's rule 3p^3:p ?, of which EXC is a kind of generalization ( 5] ). It vacuously preserves validity framewise on any frame hW; Ri. To check this, rst note that for any substitution , 3 p^3: p is valid in hW; Ri only if hW; Ri is serial. Thus we may assume that hW; Ri is serial. Now set V (p i ; w) = 1 for all w 2 W and p i , and note by induction on the complexity of that either V ( ; w) = 0 for all w 2 W or V ( ; w) = 1 for all w 2 W, for any w ; hence V (3 p^3: p; w) = 0 for all w 2 W, so 3 p^3: p is not valid on hW; Ri. However, on many frames Porte's rule fails to preserve validity modelwise. For example, if we set W = fu; vg, R = W W, V (p; u) = 1 and V (p; v) = 0, then 3p^3:p is valid on hW; R; V i but ? is not.
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For any frame hW; Ri, let L(hW; Ri) be the set of w that are valid on hW; Ri; this is always a normal system. Thus L(hW; Ri) admits the rule ? just in case ?
preserves validity framewise on hW; Ri. Now when a system L is valid on a frame hW; Ri, L L(hW; Ri); so if in addition ? f g preserves validity framewise on hW; Ri, then L(hW; Ri) is an upper bound for the least normal system that contains L and admits ? f g (note that no such system need exist when the conclusion of the rule is multi-membered). A fortiori, if ? f g preserves validity modelwise on hW; Ri, then L(hW; Ri) is an upper bound for that system. In general, we may expect to impose tighter bounds by seeking frames on which the rule preserves validity framewise rather than modelwise. In practice, however, it may be hard to show that a rule preserves validity framewise on a frame except by showing that it preserves validity modelwise on that frame. Two previous results can easily be adapted to these notions. For the special case of the rules CANCEL, DCANCEL, EXC and INC on nite symmetric frames, the di erence between preserving validity modelwise and preserving it framewise disappears. More generally, the di erence disappears on any bounded symmetric frame, where hW; Ri is bounded just in case there is an n 2 N such that for all u; v 2 W and i 2 N , if uR i v then for some m n uR m v. Proposition 5.6 If DCANCEL (CANCEL, EXC, INC) preserves validity framewise on a bounded symmetric frame hW; Ri, then it preserves validity modelwise on hW; Ri. The following are all theorems of L(hW; Ri): ( One application of 5.6 is to the frame used in the proof of 5.2. DCANCEL and EXC do not preserve validity modelwise on this frame, for if V (p; hi; j; ki) = 1 just in case k = 0, then 3p and 3:p are valid in the model, so 3p 3:p and 2p 2:p are, but p :p is not. The frame is bounded because nite, and symmetric, so by 5.6 DCANCEL and EXC do not preserve validity framewise on it. Thus the logic of the frame does not provide us with a normal extension of KB that admits DCANCEL without having { 0 as a theorem.
More positively, 5.6 gives us a decision procedure for determining whether DCAN-CEL (EXC, INC) is admissible in L(hW; Ri), where hW; Ri is any nite frame (presented in some canonical way). We need only determine whether the rule preserves validity modelwise on hW; Ri, which we can do by considering a nite number of models (recall that the de nition of 'preserves validity modelwise' does not involve quanti cation over all substitutions). Nevertheless: Proposition 5.7 That DCANCEL preserves validity modelwise is not a rst-order condition (on nite symmetric frames). That EXC preserves validity modelwise is not a rst-order condition (on nite symmetric frames).
Proof. Just as for 5.7. Note that in the proof of claim II, :(p^q) is valid in hW 4n ; R 4n ; V i. Proposition 5.9 That DCANCEL (EXC) preserves validity framewise is not a rst-order condition (on nite symmetric frames).
Proof. From 5.7 (5.8) and 5.6. Similar reasoning shows that the boundedness condition cannot be dropped from 5.6. Proof. DCANCEL (EXC) can be shown not to preserve validity modelwise on hW^; R^i by an easy modi cation of the argument for claim II in the proof of 5.7.
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Suppose that DCANCEL does not preserve validity framewise on hW^; R^i Proof: Another routine induction on the complexity of .
By claim I, V^( ; hw; hi) = 1 and V^( ; hw; hi) = 0. By an easy modi cation of the argument for claim I in the proof of 5.7, V^( ; hw; h+4ni) = 1, V^( ; hw; h+4ni) = 0, V^( ; hw; h + 4n + 2i) = 0, V^( ; hw; h + 4n + 2i) = 1 for all n 2 N , since 2 2 and 3 3 are valid on hW^; R^i. This contradicts claim II, according to which V^( ; hw; h+4(# +maxf# ; # g)i) = V^( ; hw; h+4(# +maxf# ; # g)+2i).
As a curiosity, it may be mentioned that there are weaker extensions of KB than KT Kz is an extension of KB, indeed of KB{. It admits DCANCEL, as of course do all its normal extensions. An example of a frame hW; Ri on which Kz is valid is given by setting W = N and R = fh0; ni; hn; 0i; hn; ni : n 1g. A frame on which Kz is not valid is hW 4 ; R 4 i from the proof of 5.7.
It remains to discuss frames for KTB. The author does not know whether DCAN-CEL(KTB) is trivial. A negative result is: Proposition 5.11 If EXC or DCANCEL preserves validity modelwise on a re exive symmetric frame hW; Ri, then R = fhw; wi j w 2 Wg.
Proof. For u; v 2 W, put u v i uR n v for some n 2 N . Since R is symmetric, is an equivalence relation. Let u] be the -equivalence class of u, and let W= be the set of all such equivalence classes. For x 2 W= and u; v 2 X, let d X (u; v) be the least n such that uR n v. d X is easily shown to be a metric on X. 
